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What did we learn?

When it comes to the carbon offset debate, be specific. Don`t generalize.

Be open to changing your mind. 

Well designed, properly implemented, effectively regulated REDD+ projects are reducing deforestation in the tropics. 

REDD+ projects can be especially effective on indigenous lands, ancestral territories (like Afro-Colombian territories in 
the Colombian Pacific) and buffer/multiple use zones of protected areas.

Think critically but do your homework before criticizing. 

Listen to the people on the ground, in the tropics, being affected by the projects. 

Don`t cherry pick worst case scenarios and then say they represent the norm. 

Don`t be naive. Be on the lookout for carbon cowboys, government corruption, and propaganda. 

Beware of assuming that nesting, jurisdictional REDD, and “results-based” frameworks are improvements

Call for co-authors for article about Visión Amazonia and REDD analyst for Brazil.



How I evaluate REDD+ projects for Carbon Growth Partners
- Organize and evaluate project documents
- Identify and interview stakeholders
- Identify and analyze threats to permanence (EJA and Mongabay)
- Hone in on red flags (especially any related to project developer, governance and corruption)
- Identify and test critical assumptions
- Pay special attention to FREE and PRIOR INFORMED CONSENT ISSUES      
- Make recommendations
- Visit projects
- Help develop attractive proposals that benefit partners and communities (down payments, profit sharing, legal and 

admin assistance, help with media, knowledge sharing, other)            



THANKS!
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